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I. Introduction

The need for the use of an internationally accepted data file for

dosimetry applications for light water reactor (LWR), fast breeder reactor

(FBR), and magnetic fusion reactor (MFR) research, development, and testing

programs continues to exist for the Nuclear Industry. ~ ' The work of

this IAEA meeting, therefore, will be another important step in achieving

consensus agreement on an internationally recommended file and its purpose,

content, structure, selected reactions, and associated uncertainy files. " '

Summary remarks and a listing of recommended reactions for consideration

in the formulation of an "International Data File for Dosimetry Applications"

are presented in subsequent sections of this report.

II. Summary Remarks

A. An international data file should serve present dosimetry applications

(fission reactor dosimetry) and future needs (fusion related applications and

high energy neutron sources: D-T and D-Li). Therefore, the energy range in

general should extend from thermal up to about 40 MeV. However, the upper

energy limit for each dosimetry reaction will depend on the energy interval

in which 90 to 95% of the reaction products are produced in representative

benchmark neutron spectra.

B. Besides cross-sections as a function of energy, angular distributions

of the reaction products and angular cross-sections should be included for a

limited number of reactions. In particular, these are the reactions used in

differential i

for hydrogen.

differential neutron spectrometry: Li(n,a), He(n,p) and the (n,p) reaction
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C. Uncertainty data are essential* and should be of two types. The

first should be more integral in nature and should be traceable to a selected

number of permanent and well established "Standard" and "Reference" bench-

mark neutron fields. The second should be more differential in nature and

should be traceable to a selected set of standard (Category I, p.30, ref-

erence 4) cross sections which are well known over their response range in

a number of "Standard" benchmark neutron fields. The latter uncertainties

should be in the form of covariance matrices. It must be determined,

however, how extensive these covariance matrices can be and still be made

true-to-fact, reasonable in size, and readily useable for standards, research,

and applied problems.

D. With reference to the Second ASTM-Euratom Symposium and especially

the work shop on computer codes for unfolding neutron spectra, ' considera-

tion should also be given to whether or not to include in the data file the

integral and differential characteristics of the benchmark fields. These

are the spectra, integral cross sections in these spectra, and the associated

uncertainties and any covariance matrices that can be confidently established

for these data. Having all of this information in the data file would

facilitate the exploitation, with maxium efficiency, of the benchmark field

results and uncertainty data.

E. In this regard, the subsequent requirements for data development

and testing for data processing codes using various group structures must

be given careful consideration. Especially since the use of a fixed

•Accuracy requirements are summarized in reference 4, p.3.
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or single format for all standards, research, and applied problems dealing

with neutron energies from thermal to about 40 MeV is not considered a

realistic objective for an international data file.

From a practical point of view, the problems involved in establishing

this international data file that should be considered and/or answered at

this Advisory Meeting are:

0 The identification of participating countries, agencies, and

laboratories with their anticipated contributions and work

completion schedules.

° The identification of IAEA sponsored work and completion

schedules for activities not already supported by participating

countries.

° What parts of the existing ENDF/B and other data systems are

to be used?

° What format and what neutron energy range and benchmark neutron

spectra are required and available for data development and

testing? (II-A)

° Should angular data be required and included and in what

format for a limited number of reactions? (II-B)

0 What format and what uncertainty data are required? (II-C)

° What format and what standard cross sections are required? (II-C)

° What format and what benchmark neutron field data and documenta-

tion are required? (II-C and II-D)

° What format and what are the data processing codes and group

structure requirements? (II-E)
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III. Recommended Reactions

The more current listings and/or recommendations for neutron reactions

for LWR, FBR, and MFR dosimetry applications are given in references 2, 4, 7,

10, 11, 14, 15, 16, and 18. The reader should consult these references for

information on individual reactions, energy response ranges, evaluated cross

sections, and uncertainty estimates based on the results of differential and

integral data development and testing. Table I lists the reaction of interest

in order of increasing proton number. The first part of the table contains

the non-threshold reactions. The second part lists the threshold reactions.

Reactions of interest for differential neutron spectrometry are identified

with an asterisk. Angular as well as sealer cross section data are needed
"bev\+aV\oe

for these reactions. The list of reactions in Table I form a more or less

complete set of threshold and nonthreshold reactions from which a selection

may be made for individual applications.
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Table I

Non-threshold Reactions:
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Table I (Continued)

Threshold Reactions

REACTION

-VoVol fce)
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